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Abstract
Phase transitions, commonly understood in terms of changes in microscopic symmetries of solids, have to
date been understood in terms of static models and conventional statistical mechanics. However,
impulsive perturbations can be used to drive collective changes rapidly, for example melting solids,
switching magnetic properties or turning a transparent insulator into an opaque metal within times that
are similar to individual atomic motions. This is the realm of femtosecond science, in which short bursts of
light only few 10-15 sec long (few millionths of a billionth) are used to drive and observe rearrangements of
matter. In this talk I will discuss experiments aimed at driving phase transitions with light. I will give
special attention to the light induced superconducting transition, a mysterious phenomenon in which
electrons are synchronize their wave functions into a rigid liquid that transports currents without
resistance.

